




S�cn A: (28 x 2 �rk$ = 66 marb) 
For effich qU&"v&lpn_ from 1 to 28, four options are given. Ona of them is the 
cortect answer. Make your choice (1, 2, 3 or 4). Shade �ne correct oval (1, 2, 3
or 4) on the Optical A�swer Sheet 

1. The diagram below shows a food web.

p 

F 

\ 
G 

s"' / 

C 

Which one of the following sho\.o,ss a correct food chain from the above 
food web? 

(1) c-s-E
(2) R - P--, E
.(3) E - P - R -. C 
(4) G --, F _,. P -+ E

2. The statements below describe some adaptations of an earthworm.

A 

8 

C 

b 

An earthworm has a ·streamlined body shape to help It move easily
through the soil. 
An earthworm can twist its body around wildly In an attempt to free 
Itself from its predator. 
AA earthwC>ml releases mucus to hatp it &llde through the soil quickly 
when It is being threatened. 
A.n earthworm -camouflages wen With the soll owing to the colour of its. 
body and that prevents It from being spotted easily by its predators. 

Which statement(s) above show(s) the behavioural adaptation(s) of the 
earthworm that can-enhance its survival? 

(1) 8 only

(2) A and D only 

(3) B and C only
(4) A, B, C and D
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3. A large volume of acidic waste· gases has been released from the
waste pipes from the factory site into the air as shown in the diagram
below since 1950. The arrow shows the constant direction of the wind.

factory site 

Which one of the following graphs best represents the effect of the 
acidic waste gases on the forest for the next five years? 

(1) 

Number of healthy trees 
present per km2 

1950 

(3) 

Number of healthy trees 
present per km2 

1950 

1955 

1955 

(2) 

Number of healthy trees 
present per km2 

Year 

1950 

(4) 

Number of healthy trees 
present per km2 

Year 

1950 
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4. Which of the following statements correctly describe how fungi and
green plant obtain food?

A Green plants can photosynthesize. 
B Fungi get food by decomposing dead matter. 
C Green plants cannot move freely from place to place to look for 

food. 

(1) A and B only
(2} B and C only
(3) A, Band C
(4) None of the above
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5. The diagram below shows the reproduction process in human beings . 

. ---- + 0

l 
fertilisation 

l 
fertilis_ed egg ----@ 

l 

• 

Which one of the following statements is false?

cell division 

(1) The fertilised egg develops into a foetus in the mother's womb-.
(2) All the eggs produced by the ovaries will eventually develop into

young organisms.
(3) The fertilised egg divides to form many cells and they fonn the

different parts of the developing baby.
(4) Generally, only one sperm will fuse with the egg while the

remaining sperm will eventually die.

,j" 
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6. The graph below shows the number of days taken for various stages in
the lrfe cycles of insects P and Q.

Days 

24 ------------- ----· ···· · ·-----------------

21 

18 

15 

12 

9 
6 
3 

0-............... -

egg larva pupa 

Stages of life cycles of insects P and Q 

[J Insect P 

� lnsectQ

At which stage of the life cyde would insects P and Q be on the 1 ?u, 
day after the eggs were laid? 

Stages of life cy�les 

Insect P Insect Q 

(1) Adult Larva 

(2) Adult Pupa 

(3) Pupa Larva 

(4) Pupa Pupa 

•I 
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7. The diagram below shows a bag which holds a mixture of starch and
water. It is placed into a beaker containing water with iodine solution.

Water with iodine 
solution 

Bag of starch and 
water mixture 
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-

After 3 hours, patches of dark blue were seen only in the starch and 
water mixture. Which part of the cell in the diagram below does the
bag resemble? 
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8. The diagram below shows a human digestive system.

A 

C 

E 

F 

The chart below shows how the organs of the human digestive system 
are classified. 

I Digestive System I 
I 

X y 

B E F A C D 

Based on the diagram and the classification chart above, which one of 
the following shows the correct heading for Y? 

(1) Where digestion takes place.
(2) Where digestion is completed.
(3) Where absorption of water takes place.
(4) Where absorption of digested food takes place.
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9. An outer ring of a stem from a plant was removed, as shoWn below.
As a result, the food-carrying and water-carrying tubes were removed.

X 

underground 
root 

� close-up view 

After two weeks, which one of the following correctly describes what 
would happen to Part X and Y� 

PartX PartY 

(1) Wilted Remained green 

(2) Wilted Wilted 

(3) Remained green Remained green 

(4) Remained green Wilted 

I\ 
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10. The diagrams below show a rotting log community and a food web in
the same community.

Millipede 

Toadstools 

/� · .�i�:wo_� 

-

Rotting log-�
� Mttlipede� 

\ Termite- � �--�� Centipede 
Earthworm--------�� _ _:__.----..-4> 

Woodlouse -

. .

Which of the following statement(s) is/ are correct? 
A The rotting log is a habitat. 
B The termite and centipede are decomposers. 
C There is only one carnivore in this community. 
D The woodlouse and millipede help speed up decomposition. 

(1) D only
(2) B and C only
(3) A, C and D only
(4) A, B, C and D
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11. A, B, C and D are four living organisms in a community. The table
below shows the food of these four organisms.

Food Consumer Food 

A p 

B PandA 

C Band D 

D A and B 

Which one of the following food webs is found in this community? 

(1) (2) p 

/i 
B--+ A� C 

"'t/ 
D 

(3) (4) 

p p 

/i /! 
A --+ B ----+ D A--+ B--+ C 

�i/ 
C 

�i/ 
D 
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12. The diagrams below show the beaks of four different birds, A, B, C and
D. The beaks are different in structures and are adapted to different
methods of feeding.

A B 

C D 

Which one of the following shows the correct function of the beak for 
birds A, B, C and D? 

A 8 C D 

Holding fish 

(1) Sipping nectar Tearing flesh caught Catching insect 
underwater 

Holding fish 

(2) Catching insect Sipping nectar Tearing flesh caught 
underwater 

Holding fish 

(3) Sipping nectar Catching insect caught Tearing flesh 
underwater 

Holding fish 

(4) Tearing flesh Sipping nectar Catching insect caught 
underwater 

-11-
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13. In- the ocean, Animal Y is protected from its· predator by the stinging
tentacles of Animal X.

AnimalX 

AnimalY 

Animal Z feeds on Animal X. Animal Y will chase away Animal Z to 
prevent it from eating Animal X as shown in the diagram below. 

AnimalX 

AnimalZ 

Which of the following statements correctly describe the relationship 
among Animal X, Animal Y and Animal Z? 

A Animal Z feeds on Animal X. -
B Animal X protects Animal Y from predators. 
C Animal Y helps protect Animal Z from Animal X. 
D Animal X and Y help each other to survive in the ocean.' 

(1) A and D only
(2) B and C only
(3) A, B and D only
(4) A, a·, C and D

-12-
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14. A layer of cooking oil was poured into the pond as shown in the
diagram below.

oil 

floating 
plants 

tadpoles 

submerged 
plant 

' 

Some frogs were found in the pond community and they lay e'ggs 
amongst submerged plants. Their young spend the whole time in the 
water. while the adults move in and out of the water every day. The 
adult frogs feed on insects above the water. 

Which of the following statement(s) is/are true? 

A There are 5 populations in this community. 
B The floating plants will die after some time as they were not able 

to absorb water through their roots. 
C The tadpoles will swim to the surfa_ce and breathe in oxygen 

from the air as there was not enough oxygen in the water. 

{1) A only 
(2) B only
(3) B and C only
(4) A, Band C
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15. The diagrams below show Fruit X and Fruit Y.

Fruit X 

Fruit Y 

Which of the following graphs best shows how wind strength affects the 
distance the seeds of Fruit X and Fruit Y are dispersed from their 
parent plants? 

Graph A 
E 

Graph B 
0 .... 

'+- .... 

(/) ..... (/) -
-0 C -0 C 
Q) cu Q) cu
(I)- Q) -
Cl) 0. (/) a. 
.... 

..... '+- 'E C 
0 (1) 

0 
� 

Q) 
.... (1) 

0 cu (.) cu 
C 0. C 0. 
cu ('(l 
- i;; 
-�
0 i5 

Wind strength Wind strength 

Graph C Graph D 
E E 
0 0 .... '-..... .... 

Cl) - (/) -

-0 C -0 C 
a> ro (I) cu 

(1) - Q) -
(/) 0.. (/) 0.. 
..... 
-

-i::C 0 
Q) 

0 Q) 

(I) 
.... Q) ....

0 rG (.) ro 
C a. C 0.. 
cu en 
- -

(/) -�

i5 0

Wind strength Wind strength 

Fruit X FruitY 

(1) A B 

(2) A C 
,= 

(3) C A 

(4) C D 
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16. The heart is stopped during an open heart surgery. The heart is also
emptied of blood. A heart-lung machine, which mainly consists of a
pump and an oxygenator, which is made up of tubes, rs used during
surgery. Blood is channelled from a certain blood vessel P into the
pump and then to the oxygenator, bypassing the heart and lungs of the
patient. After passing through the machine, the blood is then returned
into blood vessel Q and to all parts of the body.

Below is a simplified diagram, which shows the layout of the heart-tung
machine and its connection to the heart.

Pump 

Gases out 

Oxygenator 
(Artificial lung 

't 
.Gases in 

Key: 
Directioll 

� ofblood 
flow 

Blood vessel R 
Blood vessel Q 

. .. .. 

Heart 

Blood vessel P ---' 

Below is the description of the blood vessels, Rand Q. Which one of 
the following options shows the correct descriptions of the blood 
vessels in the diagram above? 

Description of blood Description of blood 
Option vesselR vessel Q 

(1) Contains lower amount of Contains higher amount of 
oxygen than in Q · carbon dioxide than in R 

(2) Contains higher amount of Contains higher amount of 
carbon dioxide than in Q oxygen than in R 

(3) Contains lower amount of Contains lower amount of 
carbon dioxide than in Q oxygen than in· R 

(4) Contains the same amount Contains the same amount 
of 0>-'Ygen as Q of carbon dioxide as R 

-15-
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17. The graph below shows the amount of oxygen released and taken up
by a tree during a 24-hour period .

Oxygen 
released by 

tree p 

., -
� 

' 

� 
" 

I 
\ 

I 

I 

I 

\ 

\ 

\ 

0 �---.:11----.---....,_ ___ _ 

Oxygen taken 
up by tree ,, 

I 

I 

I 

I 

noon ' midnight 
\ 

\ 

" 

.. - , 

Which one of the following statements best describes the situation at 
point P? 

(1) Respiration begins.
(2) Photosynthesis stops.
(3) The amount Qf oxygen taken in for respiration is equal to the

amount of oxygen produced during photosynthesis.
(4) The amount of oxygen taken in for respiration is greater than the ·

amount of oxygen given out during photosynthesis.

,1 
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18. A group of pupils conducted an investigation vmh two identical light
bulbs, X and Y. A heat sensor and a light sensor were used to measure
the amount of heat and light given out by the i:wo light bulbs.

The graph below shows the amount of heat and light given out by the
lwo light bulbs.

Amount 
of 

energy �'.::?�{[?:=! 
;i._�•, � •�: •�,c� l:-:, r:;;. 

BulbX 

Key 

D Light

- Heat

BulbY 

Based on the graph above, which of the following statements are 
definitely true about light bulbs X and Y? 

A Bulb Y will last longer than Bulb X. 
B Bulb Y is more energy efficient than Bulb X. 
C Electrical energy is converted to more unwanted energy in Bulb 

X than Bulb Y. 
D Bulb X will be hotter than Bulb Y when the same amount of 

electricity is supplied. 

(1) A and Conly
(2) B and D only
(3) B, C and D only
(4) A, B, C and D
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19: · A punching bag is a sturdy bag designed to be repeatedly punched. 

punching bag

The table below shows properties of four materials, W, X, Y and Z. A 
tick ( ✓) shows that the material has the property.

Property Material 

w X y z 

Strong ✓ ✓ 
Flexible ✓ ✓ 

Transparent ✓ ✓ 
-

Ability to float 
✓ 

Which material is most suitable for making the punching bag? 

(1) W
(2) X
(3) y
(4) Z

,1 
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20. Frnit will sometimes fall from t'he tree when it ripens.

0 

Which forces acted on the fruit as it fell from the tree? 

A pushing force 
B air resistance 
C gravitational force

D elastic spring force 

(1) A and D only
(2) Band Conly
(3) A, B and C only
(4) B, C and D only

-19-
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21. Wendy made an observation of two identical metallic spheres, P and Q,

each hung by a string from a retort stand. Sphere P was moved to
position X and released. When Sphere P hit Sphere Q, Sphere Q
swung up to position Y.

\ 

z 

. . .. .

' ' ', '
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ ' . ' 
',, y 

.......
.. 

� ... ... , , \ 

( Q : 
_;;:,,', ,"' 

Which of the following statement(s) about the spheres at their different 
positions is/are correct? 

A Sphere P transferred its energy to Sphere Q whEm it struck 
Sphere Q at position Z.

B The gravitational force acting on Sphere Q increased as it 
moved from position Z to position Y. 

C The amount of kinetic energy possessed by Sphere Q 
decreased as it moved from position Z towards position Y.

D The amount of gravitational potential energy possessed by 
Sphere P dec-reased as it moved from position X towards 
position Z.

(1) A only
(2) B and D only
(3) A, C and D only
(4) B, C and D only

,\ 
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22. Identical switches, bulbs and dry ce!!s are used in the circuits below.

A B C D E 

One of the circuit \/Viii not light up. Below are some statements about 
the bul_bs? 

A Bulb A is the brightest. , 
B Bulb E is brighter than Bulb C. 
C Bulbs E and F have the same brightness. 
D Bulbs B, C and D have the same brightness.' 

Which of the above statement(s) is/are true? 

(1) A only . 
(2) A, C and D only
(3) B, C and D only
(4) A, B, C and D

-21-
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23. The set-up below shows light shining.·on object X.

I 
Torch Object X 

The shadow cast on the screen is shown below. 

Screen 

Q--1----

____ :} 
S--+---

Screen----1 

What conclusions could you draw from the observation? 

A Object X is made of di
f

fere.nt types of materials. 
B Part R blocked the path of light from the torch. 
C Part S allowed more light to pass through than part P. 
D Part P allowed more light to pass through than Q. 

(1) A and B only
(2) C and D only
(3) A, B and C only
(4) A, B, C and D

-22-
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24. Fried ice cream is made by wrapping ice cream with a layer of bread
dough. It is then wrapped with a layer of aluminium foil and fried in hot
oil till the outer layer of dough is golden brown.

Air bubbles ---§!.�--o 

Aluminium 
foil 

0 0 
0 

0 0 

Why does the ice cream not melt? 

Ice cream 

Dough 

(1) Air is a good conductor of heat and conducts the heat away from
the ice cream quickly.

(2) Air is a poor conductor of heat and slows down the heat gained
by the ice cream.

(3) The aluminium foil is a good conductor of heat and conducts the
heat away from the ice cream quickly.

(4) The aluminium foil is a poor conductor of heat and slows down
the heat g·ained by the ice cream.
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2-5. The diagram below shows a pump which was frtted to a- corita inet with a 
capacity of 200 cm3. 

plunger pulled back 

50 cm3 of watei--t--= 

container with 
i----capacity of 200 cm3

Each time the plunger of the pump is pulled back completely, 20 cm3 of 
air would be drawn out of the container. 

Which one of the following shows the correct volume of air and water in 
the container after the plunger is pulled back completely once? 

Volume of air {cin3) Volume of water (cm') 

(1) 130 70 
. .. 

(2) 130 50 
,L.__ 

(3) 150 50 

(4) 170 30 

-24-



26. A group of pupils were heating a cup of water over a heating plate as
shown in the diagram befow.

cup of water 

heating plate 

Some of the pupils made the following statements: 

Tom The wh
i
te mist is steam. 

Ali There is a decrease in volume of water as the water 
vapour has evaporated. 

Jane When water boils and bubbles are observed in the water, 
the bubbles contain only oxygen. 

Which of the above statement(s) made by the pupils is/are correct?

(1) Tom only
(2) Jane and Tom only 
(3) Tom, Ali and Jane only
( 4) None of the above

-25-



27. Four metal bars, A, B, C and D, were hung from a rod as shpwn in the
diagram below. The two ends of each metal bar were marked X and Y.
The north pole of a bar magnet was brought near X and then Y of each
metal bar respectively.

Is NI 
bar magnet 

Ix v! !x

.A 

vi Ix vi !x

B C 

The table shows the observations made during the experiment. 

Metal Observation 

Bar North Pole and X North Pore and Y

A Repelled Attracted 
B Attracted Attracted 
C Neither attracted nor Neither attracted nor 

repelled repelled 
D Attracted Repelled 

Which of the following statement(s) is/are incorrect'.?

A Bar B is a magnet. 
B Bar C is the weakest magnet. 
C Two of the metal bars are magnets. 
D All the metal bars are made of magnetic materials. 

(1) Conly
(2) A and B only 

(3) C and D only

(4) A, B and D only

-26-
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28. Susan conducted an experiment. She placed a wooden block on a flat
surface made of material X. She then applied a force, F, to give the
wooden block a push. The block moved forward and stopped at a
distance d as shown.

wooden block 

F- -
material X 

�------� 

Susan repeated the experiment by adding item A and it�m B 
respectively onto material X. The same force, F, was used to push the 
wooden block. She recorded her results in the table below. 

Item added to the 
Distance d I cm surface of material X 

None 10 

A 5 

B 15 

Based on her results, what could item A and Item 8 be? 

Item A Item B 

(1) oil sand grains 

(2) sandpaper oil 

(3) water oil 

(4) sand grains sandpaper 

-27-





Section B: (&A marks) 
Write your answers to qLiestions 29 to 41. 
The number of marks available is shown in brackets [ ] at the end of each question. 
or part question. 

29. The graph below shows how a population of fish in a lake changed over a
period of time.

population 
of fish 

A B C 

time 

D E 

(a) In which time interval, A, 8, C, Dor E, did the population of fish increase th� 
most quickly? [1 l 

(b) What does part D of the graph show about the birth rate and death rate of
the fish? [1}

(c) Part E of the graph shows a drastic drop in the population of the fish?
Give two reasons for the d�crease in population. [�]

'I 

I
Score

IZ 
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30. Plants need nutrients for healthy growth.

(a) Name the plant part that absorbs nutrients from the soil.

The picture below shows a pitcher plant. 

green leaf 

[11 

Pitcher plants have two types of leaves, green leaves and pitchers. 
Pitcher plants get nutrients from insects. They use the digestive liquid! 
stored in their pitchers to 'digest' insects. 

The picture below shows the cross-section of a pitcher. 

green leaf 

edge coated --
with nectar 

smooth and slippery ----a 
inner surface 

fallen insect ----§ 

digestive liquid --� 

The plant produces nectar at the edge of the pitcher. 
The inner surface of the pitcher is very smooth and slippery. 
At the bottom of the pitcher, digestive liquid can be found: 

, 1 

-2- I
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(b) Apart from the digestive liquid, state 2 other adaptations of the pitcher plant
based on the given information and explain how ihe adaptations help it to

(c) 

get nutrients. [2]

Adaotation 1 :

Explanation: 

Adaptation 2: 

Explanation: 

The pitcher plant has green leaves too. Explain how the green leaves hel{, 
the plant to survive? [1ij 

!Score

0 
-3-
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31. The graph · below shows how the amount of carbon dioXide in the air in!
City X has changed over the years from 1960 to 2000.

390 · .. -· . ·-·····- ............. -·- ·-. ---.. ·--· ·-· _.,_ ··----- ·-· --- ---�---� 

380 ·-·· --·-- ·-·- --· ·--·· -· -----· · ··-------·------

·Amount of
carb6n"'clioxide 

/ unit 

370 ·-

360 c·

350 --

(a) 

(b) 

340 - ·--·-· · --·-·--····-- ·--··--.. ·- -····- ·---·----·-···-·---

330 .... -�--· 

320 - · - · -

310 ---1<"----------�----------1!>-

1960 1970 1980 

Year 

1990 2000 

Based on the graph above, state the relationship between the ye·ars an�! 
the amount of carbon dioxide present in the air. [1i 

Explain with the data provided how the change in the amount of carbon 
dioxide in the air contributes to global warming. [2]

(c) Suggest one way how man can help to reduce the amount of carborj.
dioxide released by cars in a city. [1]

,, 

-4-
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32. Mining activities from a copper mine can have a negative impact on the
environment. It may release harmful substances such as copper into the soil:
When earthworms eat this soil they change from brown to bright yellow
colour.

Earthworms are part of the food chain shown below.

soil containing 
plant remains 

-

earthworm blackbird sparrowhawk 

(a) In the food chain above, sparrowhawks are found to have copper in their
bodies. Explain how this happened. [1]

(b) Blackbirds are more· likely to catch bright yellow earthworms than brown
earthwo�s. Explain why. [1]

Score 

-5-
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33. Sam conducted an experiment using the set-ups below. He placed twtP.
identical glasses, A and B, in a room with a temperature of 27°C.

He poured the same amount of warm water with a temperature of 40"C int<lJ
the 2 glasses. He then sprayed some tap water onto the surface of glass 8.

He measured the temperature of the water in the two glasses aft�
15 minutes.

Glass A 

warm 
water at 

40"C 
Glass B 

water 
droplets 

(a) In which glass, � or 8, would the temperature of the water be lower aftet

(b) 

15 minutes? [1}

�P.lain your answer for p�rt (a). 

(c) Koalas do nbt sweaf but tlliey lick themselves on· hot days.

With reference to the experiment above, explain how the behaviouraf 
adaptation of licking itself help it to survive in hot weather. [2l 

,1 

-6-
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34. Equal amount of water samples were collected from various points of
River X between positions P and Q. The arrow in the diagram shows the
direction that the river is flowing. The amount of pollutants and the number
of organisms in the water samples were measured.

(a) 

{b) 

Q 

Tha graph below shows the relationship between the amount of pollutants 
and the number of organisms A, B and C. 

(/) 

E 
.� 
C: 

GI 

e> 
0 

-
0 
.... 
(0 

.0 

E 
::l 

z 

. , 
- •

A 

I \ 

• • 
... - -

-- .. 

••• 
. .. . 

·-----A

--- .. ... - .... B

• • • • • • • • C 

Amount of pollutants 

Which organism, A, B or C, is most harmed by the amount of pollutants iri 
River X? Give a reason. [ 1 I 

Describe a human activity that could have caused the increase in· the 
level of pollutants in River X. [1 j 

-7-
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35. The diagram below shows two plants with different types of roots.

(a) 

root 
PlantY 

A farmer chose to grow Plant X on the slope near his plantation to preve�� 
landslides during heavy storms. Give a reason for his choice. [11 

The diagram below str6ws a water lily plant. 
flower leaf 

(b) Water lilies do not grow well in fast moving water. Suggest a reason for this.
[1] 

(c) Water lilies produce large yenow flowers. The flowers float on the surface oft
the pond. Suggest one way these brigh�coloured floating flowers help the
water lily to reproduce. [1]

,1 

l Srore L21 
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36. 3 identical beakers, A, B and C, containing an equal volume of water were·
set up as shown below. A small fish was placed in beaker A and a water
plant in beaker C. The water surface of the three beakers was covered with
a layer of oil. The beakers were kept in a dark room for three hours ..

';'.{ '.• ·. . ·'' . 
oil pil 

fish ·'···,� .. 
:·=:·�_:. water ,._ water w�ter . . . 

A B 

p�ant 

C 

(a) What is the change in the volume of oxygen in set-ups A and C before
and after it was kept in �e dark room for 3 hours? Explain your answef. 

�1
·

(b) Explain the purpose of set-up B?

-9-



37. · Xiao. Lan. wanted to make an electromagnet from an aluminium roe,

batteries� copper wire and a switch. She set up a circuit as shown in the
diagram below.

batteries 

aluminium --� 

(a) 

(b) 

rod 
switch 

copper wire 

After closing the switch, she brought some steel paper clips near th� 
aluminium rod. The paper clips were not attracted to the rod. 

Explain why the paper clips were not attracted to the aluminium rod. 

Her father told her that she had made a mistake in her set-up. 

What should Xiao...Lan do to her set-up to make it work? 
I 

[1f

. [1] 

(c) In scrap yards, electromagnets are used to lift heavy metals. State the
advantage of using electromagnet over pennanent magnet for this job. [1]

!Score

0 
-10-



38. Lily went to Japan for a winter holiday with her family. She felt cold as she
queued to go up the coach at the open air carpark. Fortunately, there was a
heater installed in the coach. While she was travelling in a coach from one
town to another, she observed that mist was formed on the inner surface of
the window in the coach.

(a) Explain how the mist was formed on the inner surface of the window. [2] 

Lily drew the following words "I love snow!" on the wet window with her 
index finger and fell asleep. 

mist 

(b) After a while, Lily realized that the words were missing though nobody wiped
it away. Explain how it happened. f1]

ISwre � 

-11-
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--- -- �- -� -- -- ------- ------ -- -- - - - ------ -1 

. 39. The diagram below shows Kate diving into a swimming pool. 

0.5 sec 

0.5 sec 

0.5 sec 

. D 

(a) Wh_y does Kate have no kinetic
_
energy at A? [1] 

!Score [21'
-12-



(b) Kate took 0.5 second to fall from A to Band from B to C and from C to D a$ 
shown in the diagram. With the given information, how can you tell that her 
speed was the fastest when she was falling from C to D? [11

(c) State the force that causes Kate to speed up as she falls.
. 

. 

[tj 

(d) Explain, in terms of energy conversion, why Kate's speed increases whep
she falls. [1) 

(e) When Kate enters the water, she slows down. Explain, in terms of energy
conversion, why she slows down. [1a

!Score [2] 

-13-
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41. Five boys decided to have a competition to find out who was the strongest.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

They had three types of chest expander namely, 'Mr Universe', 'Muscle Man'
and 'Champion'. They took turns to see how much they could expand each
of the chest expanders.

chest expander 

Their results are shown below. 

Chest expander /cm 

! 
Name 

i Mr Universe 
i 

i Muscle Man Champion 

Darian I 26 i 64 32 
I i 

Julian ! 36 i 72 42 ) . 
i 

Ahmad I 
! 

36 
' 

72 ! 40

Hafiz l 26 64 33 

I 
.. 

Peter 20 : 57 I 26 ! 

State the force that is needed to increase the length of the chest expanqer? 
[1] 

Using the data provided in the table, arrange the strength of the five boys in 
descending order. [1] 

Which chest expander is the most suitable in differentiating their strength? 
Why? [1] 

- END OF PAPER

-15-

!Score 0 
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Pmlim 2017 P6 Discussions 

Nc:lma: 
----------

Class:P6 
----

29a B. 

-Boih the birth rate and death rate remain the sam�X)

The birth rate of the fish Is equal to the death rate of the Remain the .same cld mean dn chang� since part C. 

29b fish. means birth rate more than death rate. 

Tnare ere new predators In the lake 
-:Natura! disaster/ Flooding /Fire Tsunami pq 

The. latte dried up Too general. Flooding is more waler now lt affect? 
There is no more food for the fish "tsunami 

29c 
There is disease-¢3.Using organisms which killed tile 
fish 

-Conditions/habitat bacame unfavourable [X]
Did not

30a · Rcots / root hairs 

Adaptation 1 : Nectar 
Explanation: To attract Insects 

Adaptation 2 : Smooth and slipper/ inner surface of tha 
-To prevent insects from escaping easily {X]

30b 
pitcher Does 
Explanation: To prevent insects from crawling out too general 

·. because insects will sllp and faU into the di.gestive liquid





32a 

32b 

33a 

The earthworms feed on the plant remains and gat
copp�r in thelF bodies. 
The �aekbirsil? feed on the earthworms and copper is 
transfar to the blackbirds bodies. 
The copper Is then passed on from the blackbirds to the
sparrowhawks when sparrowhawks feed on the 
blackbirds. 

I Short sentences. Em
name 

i Don't use pronouns. 
! Not clear since so many animals in the qn.

•The earthworm eats the soil, it will have copper in 
their body. This will pass down to the blackbird then to 
the sparroWhawk. {)(] 

(On mention that copper is paSS§(i on when
sparrowhawk eats blackbird) 

-After the earthworm eat the soil with copper, the 
blad<bird will eat tl1e earthwonn. The spa.rrowhaWk wifl
then eat the Blackbird. Thus the copper is found in ihe 
sparrowhawl<. (X) 

(Dn show the.Jeans-fer of c:xmPft to blaet<bird and 
I spartowhawk) 

- The brown earthworm are less eully spotted as it is
able to camoumge with the bf own solf. 
This answer is The yellow earthworms are mor2 easily spotte� as it is -------------

J1JOt;£1bfe to blond tnlcarnouflage with its surroundings, 
unlll<e the brown earthworms. 

Glass B 

� The brown earthworm is the same colour as the soil. 
[X] 
(Not clear



33b 

33c 

34a 

34b 

The water droplets gained heat from �he warm water in 
G¾ass .B Ro evaiporaie. 

,;, 

Other acceptable answers: 
· Th$ water droplets take the heat av-,ay from the warm

water

Wheo it licks itself, � will ga.in heat from the koala's 
body and eyaporata, thereby koala k>se. heat and cool 
dOW'i'\.on hot days. 

Oo not penalize if pupils mentioned wat�r fro.m the 
koala instead of saliva. 
Award Marking Point 2 only wnen Marking Point I is 
precsent. 

Otklsr accGpU!_bls answers: 
Saliva � away/ draws heat from the koala's body 
and ewporate. 
Evaporating water will gain heat from the koala's b<ldy 
Moistlspit to replace saliva 
Prev�nts then') fiom overheailng 

Qrsanism C as it has the lowest number of organism 
present as the amount of oollutant incr.eas�, 

Farmers use fertllizs[S and Pesticides in farms, these 
feftilis-ers·and pesticides flow into the river and cause 
pollution Or 
Human dump virastas into tha river. 

-· .

; 

: 

5 

-Many dn !,now that there 1s neal u�11:s11.:t "'u""� , ..... 
process of evaporation. 

I • 1'h� ware< �roplets use heat from the wamt waler [)(J

• , ne saliva gained heat from the surround!!!g air andl · evaporated

�Many missing heat is used fer evaporalton. Missing
I evaporation.
\ . -Missii1g cool down.

I 
! 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 

; 

I 
j 

I 
I -To include and 

variables 

- Fertilisers are used in the farm.
Must mention into river. Farm is still
-

• which is asked in qn

i 

(/) 
)> 
N) 
-__. 
(J'1 

C) 



.,.... 
-
N 

<( 
C/) 

35a 

35b. 

:35c. 

368. 

36b. 

-

The. roots of Plant X are more widespread to 
bandlhotd the soil together better to prevent so11 
erosion 1 to an<;t,or the plant in the soH. 

The ·roots could be pulled out, thereby damaging the 
plarit. 
OR 

Th0 plsnt will be uprooted. 

They -...rill be more easily sa-an by bees/ insects/ animals 
and attract them to help gomoate the flOW<:J"l;; 
0� 

Increase chances of pollinators pollinatlng the flowers. 

There will be a decrease in the amount of oxygen ir. 
both set-up A and C as both the fish and water Diani 
take in oxygen to respire. 

,tact as 0 control to compare and confi'rm that 

1 

�A1D•• Is tal<en In by living things. 

OR 

6 

-Must have comparison.
Because in qn "'A farmer chose ..... 

-wider roots .... [X] 

I 

I 
i 

! 
l 

\ -More ... to pollinate Plml! ..... !X] 
' 
I 
' 

i 

Able to identify the appropriate process that is 
oceurring using the data provided 

I 
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